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High Performance Concrete
Self-compacting concrete is gradually becoming the preferred 

formulation worldwide for many applications such as 

foundations, floors, walls and complex structures. It combines 

great strength and superb finishes with the opportunity to make 

serious project productivity improvements, advances in health 

& safety and in sustainability.

About CEMEX
CEMEX is a growing global building solutions company 

pursuing innovative industry advancements whilst promoting 

a sustainable future. Annual sales in over 50 countries exceed 

US$ 15 billion. The company is one of the world’s leading 

suppliers of ready-mixed concrete, one of the largest producers 

of aggregates, and among the world’s top traders of cement 

and clinker. CEMEX employs over 50,000 people worldwide. 

In the UK, CEMEX is a £1bn turnover building solutions 

business and a leading provider of readymix concrete, 

aggregates, cement and asphalt. CEMEX UK also has a 

significant share of the roof tile, concrete block paver and 

concrete block markets, and is the leading supplier of  

concrete sleepers to the rail industry. 

For more information on CEMEX visit www.barbourproductsearch.info

http://www.barbourproductsearch.info/cemex-uk-materials-comp106646.html


Concrete is the world’s most versatile, and 

effi cient, building material. Now the latest 

formulations combine exceptional fl uidity with 

great strength. Free-fl owing Evolution™ concrete 

can be cast into shapes that conventional concrete 

simply cannot achieve. The strength of the material 

when set allows the architect to use this fl exibility 

to create structures of great harmony and beauty, 

with elegance of form and effortless strength. 

Close-up, Evolution™ concrete continues to please 

the eye. It can produce a satisfyingly smooth 

surface, with minimal fi nishing, and with superbly 

even texture. Evolution™ also has excellent 

environmental credentials. It’s manufactured and 

delivered with sustainability in mind. 

This is the fl owing concrete for the 21st Century 

architect looking for ways to turn ground-breaking 

designs into structures that delight.
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We have nothing to lose but a vision to gain.

0202 04 06 08 10 12

CEMEX Evolution™ High 
Performance Concrete brings 
new levels of performance to 

architecture. With it comes new 
possibilities for turning leaps of 
the imagination into structures 

that capture the eye and 
lift the human spirit. 

Mark Rothco

For more information on CEMEX visit www.barbourproductsearch.info



Evolution™ heralds a new generation 
of branded High Performance 
Concretes. It delivers economic, 
social and environmental benefits as 
well as state of the art performance. 
Its self-levelling, self-compacting 
properties allow it to be placed fully 
compacted without segregation and 
with no vibration.

Evolution™ is the complete High Performance 

Concrete solution. From original idea onwards the 

ability of Evolution™ to create slim columns with 

superior strength helps the architect to preserve 

the purity of design. All the way through design 

development and structural engineering, to the 

delivery of precise and consistent mixes on site, 

to construction with unbeatable economy, to the 

realisation of an idea brought to life, Evolution™ 

supports the architect with complete technical, 

product and logistics solutions.

Evolution™ graces finished structures with a smooth 

finish (depending on the formwork) and outstanding 

elegance in form and function. Whatever the 

application, every Evolution™ formulation brings 

side benefits in sustainability, health & safety and 

construction speed. 

FROM THE FREEDOM TO DREAM TO THE FINISHING TOUCH
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Architecture is  

inhabited sculpture.
Constantin Brancusi
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